
Geometry
Angle

In geometry, an angle is the figure formed by two rays, called the sides of the angle, sharing a 

common endpoint, called the vertex of the angle.

Rays BA and BC are the sides of the angle ABC and point B is the vertex of the angle.

Measuring Angles

Rays pointing toward various compass directions are shown in the following diagram.

Angle between the North-ray and the East-ray = 90O (90 degrees)

Angle between the North-ray and the South-ray = 180O  (180 degrees)

Angle between the North-ray and the West-ray = 270O clockwise = 90O counter-clockwise

On a clock, the angle between the adjaceent rays is 30O.

Angle between the 1-ray and the 2-ray = 30O

Angle between the 1-ray and the 3-ray = 60O 

Angle between the 1-ray and the 5-ray = 120O

           Ambar Mitra



The tool for measuring angles is called a potractor.

Definitions

An angle < 90O is an acute angle.

An angle > 90O is an obtuse angle.

An angle = 90O is a right angle.

Two rays that make a right angle are perpendicular rays.

Intersecting Lines

Line EC is perpendicular to AB

angle BCD + angle DCE = 90O (angles BCD and DCE are complimentary)

Line DC intersects line AB

angle BCD + angle DCA = 180O (angles BCD and DCA are supplementary)

Triangles



The sum of 3 angles of a triangle = 180O

angle BAC + angle ABC + angle BCA = 180O

angle DCB + angle BCA = 180O (supplementary angles)

The sum of 3 angles of a triangle = 180O

angle BAC + angle ABC + angle BCA = 180O

angle ECD = angle BCA (vertical angles)

Parallel Lines

Parallel lines do not intersect. An example of parallel lines is shown below

Lines AC and DF are parallel. Line GH intersects the parallel lines.

Angle ABE = angle BEF (alternate interior angles)

Angle CBE = angle BED (alternate interior angles)

Angle GBC = angle ABE (vertical angles)

Angle GBA = angle CBE (vertical angles)

Angle FEH = angle BED (vertical angles)

Angle DEH = angle BEF (vertical angles)



Right Angle Triangle

In the triangle ABC, the angle BAC is right angle (angle BAC = 90O). Sides 'b' and 'c' are 

adjacent to the right angle. Side 'a' is opposite to the right angle and is called the hypotenuse.

Pythagorus Theorem: For a right angle triangle

b2 + c2 = a2  or a2 – b2 = c2 or a2 – c2 = b2

 


